Forme d’Acqua at Architect@Work - Milan

Forme d'Acqua has been selected to take part in Architect @ Work - Milan, the prestigious international
event dedicated to the world of design and architecture.
Forme d'Acqua has been selected to take part in Architect @ Work: the Venetian company specializing in
the design and construction of fountains and outdoor spaces will be at the event on November 14th and 15th.
Architect@Work is the most important event in Europe dedicated to the design and architecture of indoor and
outdoor spaces, intended for designers, architects, engineers and professionals of the field. A real meeting
point to exchange ideas, with training sessions and seminars dedicated to specific topics, characterized by a
decidedly international cut as it takes place, in different periods, in various European and non-European
countries. Each edition has its own jury, which takes care of selecting and approving in advance the projects
that are proposed, based on criteria of innovation and quality.
In Milan there will be Luxury, the fountain presented in Venice on the occasion of the last edition of The
Venice Glass Week, in a renewed version. Luxury is an elegant fountain, with essential lines, which finds its
strong point in the precious presence of Murano glass. Water slides along thin hollow steel pipes, wrapping
in its path the Murano glass spheres handmade by Barbara Proverbio, glass designer and creator of unique
jewels. The elegance of Luxury can be found in the purity of the materials that compose it and in their
relationship with light: the movement of water, illuminated by the LED plant of the fountain, is reflected on
steel and Murano glass creating a play of light and unique reflections.
Luxury is the brainchild of Simona M. Favrin, architect and designer who has been collaborating with Forme
d'Acqua for years in projects involving water and precious materials.
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Forme d’Acqua - Venice Fountains
Forme d'Acqua designs, builds and sells fountains, both for indoors and outdoors spaces.
"Our activity has deep and precise origins in the territory from which we come, Venice, the city built on water,
arsenal of art and workers. For us, water is a constant presence and source of inspiration: from the open sea
that turns into the quiet lagoon and branches off into the canals that regenerate every six hours with an
imperceptible motion. The love for the landscape that fills our eyes with beauty every day, combined with the
creativity that distinguishes us, leads us to want to experiment with water, an element so familiar to us and at
the same time full of potential.
We design and build our fountains in Venice, with professionalism and experience, continuing the ancient
artisan tradition known in the world for its masks, nautical joinery and artistic glass of Murano. We are
artisans of water, which does not have a form in itself but, if treated with knowledge and originality, it can
fascinate, amuse and leave you breathless, just like Venice does.

Designer
Simona Marta Favrin
Architect, designer e landscaping specialist.

A passionate expert of artistic glass, with an in-depth knowledge of materials, methods and techniques of glass
production, she has collaborated with the Abate Zanetti Glass School, with Consorzio Promovetro Murano
and with important Murano Masters, both in designing glass and promotional and exhibition spaces.
He has followed numerous projects, curated and set up many exhibitions dedicated to artistic glass.
With Forme d'Acqua he approaches the "water" as a material, designing external and internal spaces, applying
the design to green and water and creating fountains and installations in which he experiments the combination
of water and glass.
"Each project stems from a challenge and a passion. In this case the challenge was to create an "emotional"
object, able to create an empathic synergy with those who share its space, to become part of its world and to
generate emotions. An object to be missed when it is not there. The passion is that of materials, glass, steel,
marble and, last but not least, water, which has the power to calm and seduce, awakening ancestral feelings”.
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